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have long been leaders

in footwear technology, but most
recently they have used this expertise
to develop a range of shoes to help you
change your running style and adopt
the Good Form Runntng techniques.

In the short term, poor

"l

runnlng
in
rnefficrencres
techniques create
your effort, and can actually contribute

ro many of the common lunnlng
issues that can lead to longer-term
overuse injuries. Poor running form

ffi

may include:
A slouched posture
Striking the ground with your heei
Over-stndtng
Bending from the waist.

If you run with any of

;

'#

these

techniques then there is likely to be room
for improvement in your running form.
Good Form Running technique
arms to take your runnrng to the next
level. Good Iorm runn tng requ tt es
Tall body altgnment
A
A

mid-foot strtke
high cadence stride

A forward lean.
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POOR FORM VS GOOD FORM

#1. POSTURE
Before you begin, ensure that you
stand tail with an elongated spine
and your head is level and eyes are
looking forward. Keep the arms and
shoulders relaxed, with arms to the
side at about a 9O-degree angle. As

you run, allow the arms to swing
naturally by your side but keep the
swinq compact to avoid crossing the
centre line of the body. As you run,
keep your knees soft and ensure your
feet point straight ahead.

#2. MtD-FOOT
Now that you are on your way, pay

attention to the part of your foot
that makes contact with the ground;
it shouid be the mid-foot first as
this promotes a balanced running
position. And when the entire foot

lands it should be landing softty
and under the hip llne. The key is to
remember to always run lightlyl

#5. CADENCE
You should aim to run at a rate of about

180 steps per minute, as this speed
promotes short, quick strides and a
mid-foot strike. Not sure what your
cadence is? Try this quick exercise.

Jog for one mlnute and count the
number of times your right foot hits
the ground, then double it. Your goal
ls 180 total foot-strikes (which is 90
strikes per foot).

#4.

LEAN

Having a good tall posture is vital
but it's also important to keep weight
slightly forward as it allows gravity to
help you generate a slightly forward
momentum. It sounds challenging

but try to flex and lean from

the
ankles rather than bending from the
waist, as this wili ensure you keep the
spine iong.

When you couple good running
form with appropriate footwear, your
chances of hip, 1eg and foot injuries
are reduced signif icantly.
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New Balance focused on five key
elements durrng the construction of
therr Lightwerght shoes:

In the past 40 years running shoe
technology has changed significantly,
which has subsequently affected our
running technique. Gone are the days
when shoes were thick, wide and soft.
These days expect to find a whole new

problem with modern conventional
runninq shoes are that these thicker,
softer midsoles contribute to a loss ol

generation of footwear that are tighter,

heel strike and greater initial impact,
which - in the longer term - can
contribute to the occurrence of knee

This refers to the difference
between heel height and toe
height. Progressively reducing the
drop of your shoe to zero will help
strengthen your calves, which can
reduce your overall risk of injury.
This refers to the shape of
the foot bed. The unique design
of the foot bed, which includes a
custom forefoot box, allows the foot
to expand naturally on impact. The
benefit of this is that it increases
the foot's sensory perception of
the surface, and with heightened
sensory perception, natural
protective mechanisms encourage
that mid-foot strike you want in
your technique, as well as activating
muscular control.
By minimrsing the
distance from foot to ground
and reducing the stack height of
the shoe, you can better'feel'the
surface. The lower height also
encourages that desirable

and 1eg injuries.

mid-foot strike.

Using thin-soled flexible footwear
promotes similar benefits to barefoot
running and assist in recruitlng

Lightweight range has been created

more flexible and with thinner soles.
'Lightweight' footwear, as it is known,
is the latest trend in running footwear
and, rightly so, since the benefits for
runners are enolmous.

Biomechanically, landing on the
mid-foot is a more efficient way to
run, and the closer your foot is to the
ground, the easier it is to achieve this.
Most conventional runnrng shoes have
a thicker, wider and softer mid sole. The

sensory perception of the surface and,
therefore, contribute to a more passive

foot-strike. The result being greater

The New Balance

specifically to be lighter than any

muscular control and enhancing
muscle strength. Beinq closer to the

traditional running shoe.

ground (by lessening the drop between
the heel and forefoot or removing the
'drop' altogether) also helps strengthen
the calf muscles. Prospective studies
on distance runners have shown that
those with larger and stronger calves

Balance believe better performance
comes from a better fit, so they are

have much less lower limb injury
history including calf, Achilles, shin
pain and tibial stress fractures (Bennell
et al. 1996). This is why the New
Balance lightweight and low profile
shoe range is highly recommended as
a preventative for any runner.

New

offering multiple widths in this

Lightweight range.
The New Balance Lightweight shoe
range has been scientifrcally desiqned to
reduce impact on the body and minimise

motion through the shoe. Ultimately,
this will make you a lighter and more

efficient runner, while the improved
stability and enhanced muscle control
will protect you from injury.
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WHICH SHOE IS FOR YOU?
So, you're keen to stafi running
in lighter shoes? The truth is, safe
transition to running in a Lightweight

and

in particular a minimaiist

^^,
a

shoe

a

can take a bit of time. Just like starting
a running program from scratch,

a
a

swltching shoes that will affect your
running technique can cause foot and
leg injury if undertaken too suddenly.
The joints, tendons and muscles need
sufficient time and training to make
the necessary adaptations, so it is
recommended that you staft with a

lightweight shoe with a reasonable
amount of cushioning and slowly
progress your way towards the super
lightweight or Minimus running shoe.

a
a
a
a

#1. LIGHT: NB 1080
The NB L0B0 has the l-2mm heel/toe
drop, making it the ideal starter shoe if
you are looking to safely and gradually
make the transition towards a barefoot
style of running. The NB 1080V2 uses
N2 cushioning and the PL-1 natural last

to redefine premium neutrai, bringing

more cushioning with less weight
(342 grarns). RRP 5240

. . . . . c c fifLIGHTER:N8890
This is a lighter shoe weighing in at
286 grams. The NB 890 has a modern

design, which includes

a

no-sew

inner. The REVlite cushioning brings
innovative performance to lightweight
running, while the Bmm drop brings
you a little closer to your zero goal.
Available in fashion-forward colours.
RRP S17O
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#3 LIGHTEST: Minimus Running
and Minimus Trail Shoes
Both the Minimus Trail and

the

Minimus Running shoes will see you at
'ground zero'. The Minimus Running
shoe pushes the limits on minimalist
footwear, deliverrng the benefits
of barefoot running but with the
protectlon of a lightweight trainer.

It f eatures REVlite cushioning,

a

VIBRAM outsole and a no-sew inner.
Be warned: you just might forget
you're wearing them srnce they weigh
in at a mere 201 grams. RRP S170
The Minimus Trail and Road shoe

cushioning and a VIBRAM outsole,
this shoe weighs a petite 18L grams
and is the only Minimalist shoe that
delivers the benefits of barefoot
running with the protection of a
lightweight trainer. You can't get any
lower to the ground than this one.
RRP S18O
So, now you have the knowledge,
the technique and the shoes to become
a better runner, take your performance
to the next level, and stay injury-free.
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So what are you doing stilt sitting

is the lightest of this lightweight

there? Get your Lightweight shoes on

footwear range. Featuring ACTEVA

and get running!
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